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MICHELLE L. W ACHS* 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We investigate some combinatorial properties of a certain class of simplicial complexes 
which are associated with quotients of Coxeter groups. These simplicial complexes are 
sub complexes of Coxeter complexes and buildings which were introduced and developed 
by Tits [16] [17]. The subcomplexes considered are called quotient Coxeter complexes 
and quotient buildings. Here we are concerned with those quotients that are order 
complexes of posets. We characterize such quotient Coxeter complexes and buildings as 
those that have linear Coxeter diagram. We also show that the poset (with a top and 
bottom element adjoined) is a lattice (for quotient Coxeter complexes and for non-quotient 
buildings) and is lexicographically shellable (for both quotient Coxeter complexes and 
quotient buildings). The shellability of posets is a concept that grew out of the theory of 
Cohen-Macaulay posets (cf. [1] [4] [10] [13]). Lexicographical shellability is a special 
type of poset shellability (cf. [2] [5] [6]). 
The finite irreducible Coxeter groups have been classified by Coxeter [8]. The symmetry 
groups of the regular polytopes are the only finite irreducible Coxeter groups with linear 
Coxeter diagram. The Coxeter complex associated with the symmetry group of a regular 
polytope is the barycentric subdivision of the polytope. The barycentric subdivision is 
just the order complex of the lattice of faces of the polytope. In [6] it is shown that the 
lattice of faces of a polytope is lexicographically shellable. Hence all finite Coxeter 
complexes with connected linear Coxeter diagram are order complexes of lexicographi-
cally shellable lattices. This special case of our results is therefore easily derived from 
known results and is in part motivation for our study. Our proofs are intrinsic in that 
they do not make use of any classification schemes and they hold for infinite as well as 
finite complexes. Some of the results presented here are extensions ofresults of Tits [16], 
Surowski [15], and Vince [20] (see Section 6). 
In [3] Bjomer shows that all Coxeter complexes and buildings are shellable and he 
presents a number of interesting combinatorial, algebraic, and topological consequences. 
In [11] Garsia and Stanton consider quotient Coxeter complexes and quotient buildings 
and illustrate their significance. They show that Bjorner's shellability results hold for 
quotients. These results of Bjorner and Garsia and Stanton are what motivated us to 
consider the lexicographical shellability of posets whose order complexes are quotients 
of Coxeter complexes and buildings. 
I would like to express my gratitude to A. Bjomer for introducing me to his work on 
Coxeter complexes and buildings in an inspiring series of lectures given at V.C. San 
Diego and for his valuable suggestions. I also want to thank A. Garsia for his encourage-
ment and for informing me of his work with Stanton on quotients. 
In the next three sections we present preliminary definitions and results that will be 
needed in the remaining sections. 
2. BASIC TERMINOLOGY 
Let P be a poset. We say that P is bounded if there exists a top element i E P and a 
bottom element 0 E P such that 0",. x ",. i for all x E P. Given any poset P, let P denote 
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the bounded poset obtained from P by adjoining a bottom element 5 and a top element 
1. P is said to be pure if all maximal chains, Xo < XI < ... < Xr are finite and have the 
same length r. P is said to be graded if it is bounded and pure. If P is graded, then the 
proper part of F is defined to be the poset P - {5, I} and is denoted by P. Any element X 
of a pure poset has a well defined rank p (x) equal to the common length of all unrefinable 
chains from a minimal element to x. By the length of a pure poset P we mean the rank 
of a maximal element. We say that y covers x in P and write x -+ y if y > x and x < z E;; y 
implies that z = y. 
We will use the symbol [n] to denote the set {1, 2, ... , n}. Let J be a simplicial complex. 
The maximal faces of J are called chambers. We say that J is pure d-dimensional if all 
chambers are of dimension d; i.e. they contain d + 1 vertices. We say that J is balanced 
if J is pure d-dimensional and its vertex set V can be partitioned V = l:Jle[d+1l V; (l:J 
denotes disjoint union) such that IC" V;I = 1 for all chambers C and all i e [d + 1]. The 
partition is called a balanced partition. It is convenient to think of [d + 1] as a set of 
colors, the condition being that every chamber has exactly one vertex of each color. 
To any poset P, we associate the simplicial complex J(P) of all chains of P called the 
order complex of P. Clearly the chambers of J(P) are the maximal chains of P. If Pis 
pure and has length n, then J(P) is pure n-dimensional. The vertex set of J(P) can be 
partitioned into the rank rows of P. This is clearly a balanced partition and J(P) is a 
balanced complex. 
3. COXETER COMPLEXES AND BUILDINGS 
We now review the basic terminology and properties of Coxeter complexes and 
buildings. Further details, definitions and proofs can be found in [7] and [16]. Throughout 
this paper (w, S) will denote a Coxeter group and (G, B, N) will denote a group with 
BN-pair with Weyl group (w, S). 
If w = SlS2 ... sqwe W, SI e S, we call the word SIS2 ... Sq in the alphabet S an expression 
for w. The length l( w) of w e W is the least integer q for which an expression w = SIS2 ... Sq 
exists. Such an expression w = SIS2 .•• Sq of minimum length q = l( w) is said to be reduced. 
Associated with every Coxeter group (w, S) is the Coxeter diagram, which is a graph 
whose vertex set is S and whose edges are the pairs (Sh Sj) for which Si and Sj do not 
commute. Each edge (s/o Sj) is labeled with the order of SIS, in W (when the order is 
greater than 3). The diagram for Y'n, the symmetric group with adjacent transpositions as 
generators is 
• • • 
'1 '. '. 
Recall that a Coxeter group is irreducible if and only if its diagram is connected. If 
D I , D2 , ••• , Dk are the components of the diagram of (w, S) and (Wi, SI), i e [k], is the 
Coxeter group with diagram D I, then W = WI X W2 X ••• X Wk and S = Ule[k] SI' 
For any subset J c: S, the parabolic subgroup of W generated by J is denoted by WJ' 
If we fix an ordering of the generators Sio S2, ... ,Sn then we may denote the maximal 
parabolic subgroup WS-{s/}o ie[n], by W(I). 
For any Coxeter group (w, S), the Coxeter complex J( W, S) is the simplicial complex 
whose vertices are cosets w W( j), i e [n], we Wand whose chambers are sets C", = 
{wW(1) lie [nU, WE W. It is immediate from this definition that J( W, S) is a balanced 
pure simplicial complex in which the color of a vertex wW(I) is simply i. Note that the 
C", are distinct for distinct w and that a coset wW(i) is contained in a chamber Cu if and 
only if u e wW(I). In fact the poset of faces of the Coxeter complex is the dual of the 
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poset of all cosets of parabolic subgroups ordered by inclusion. The group W acts on 
L1 (w, S) by left translation w: v W(i) ~ wv W(i) and this action is color preserving. 
We will make use of the following well known properties of groups with BN-pairs. 
(3.1) The Weyl group (w, S) is a Coxeter group. 
(3.2) (Bruhat decomposition) G = U WE W BwB. 
(3.3) BS I S2'" sqB' BwB ~ UI""i[<"""<i'''''q BSi[Si2 ••• Si,WB. 
(3.4) If l( u) + l( v) = l( uv) then BuB' BvB = BuvB. 
For any J ~ S let GJ be the parabolic subgroup BWJB. Assume that SI, S2, ... ,Sn is 
some fixed order of S and let G(i) be BW(i)B. 
Given any group G with BN-pair, the building L1 (G, B, N) is the simplicial complex 
whose vertices are co sets gG(i) , i E [n], g E G and whose chambers are Cg = {gG(i)1 i E [n]}, 
g E G. The building L1 (G, B, N) is a balanced pure simplicial complex in which the color 
of a vertex gG(i) is i. Note that Cg = Cg ' if and only if gB = g' B which means that the 
chambers are indexed by co sets of B. The poset of faces of a building is the dual of the 
poset of cosets of parabolic subgroups ordered by inclusion. G is a group of color 
preserving automorphisms of L1 ( G, B, N). 
4. BRUHAT ORDER 
Let T be the set of conjugates of S, i.e. T={wsw-llwE W,SES}. Bruhat order is a 
partial ordering of W defined as follows: For u, v E W, U ~ v in Bruhat order if there exist 
tl> t2, ... , trn E T such that v = utl t2· .. trn and l(utlt2' .. ti- I ) < l(utl t2 · .. tJ for i E [m]. 
For each WE W, set Tw = {t E TI wt < w}. The following properties are well known and 
their proofs can be found in [7] [9] [18] [19]. 
(4.1) STRONG EXCHANGE PROPERTY (Verma). Let WE Wand w = SIS2' .. Sk. If 
wt < w then wt = SIS2 ... Si' .. Sk (Si deleted) for some i E [k]. Furthermore if SIS2 ... Sk is 
reduced then 
(4.2) SUBWORD PROPERTY. Let v = SIS2 ... Sk be a reduced expression. Then u < v if 
and only if there is a reduced expression for u which is a subword of SIS2 ... Sk, i.e. 
u = Sit Si2 ••• Sij with 1 ~ il < i2 < ... < ij ~ k. 
Note that the subword property reveals the left-right symmetry of Bruhat order, which 
is not apparent from the definition. Hence the strong exchange property and other 
properties of Bruhat order can be mirrored into a corresponding property. 
(4.3) LIFTING PROPERTY. If us > u and VS> v, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) u> v, 
(b) us> v, 
(c) us> VS. 
Given WE W, we let (w) denote some reduced expression for w. It is not difficult to 
see that the set of generators of (w) is independent of the actual expression and depends 
only on w. We let (u) (v) be the concatenation ofreduced expressions for u and v. Clearly 
(u) (v) is reduced if and only if l(uv) = I(u) + I( v). 
For J~ S, let W J ={WE Wlws> w for all sEJ} and let JW={WE Wlsw> w for all 
S E J}. For I, J ~ S, let IWJ = IW rl WJ. If we have a fixed order of S, Sl> S2, ... Sn, then 
W(i) will denote WS-{s) and (i) W will denote S-{s,l W. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let I, J ~ S. 
(a) For any WE W there is a unique v E IWJ such that w = U I VU2 where UI E WI. U2 E WJ 
and (u l ) (v) (U2) is reduced. 
(b) I W J is the set of minimum double coset representatives for all double cosets WIw WJ. 
PROOF. The proof is exercise §1 3) in Bourbaki [7]. 
COROLLARY 4.5. '(A) Every WE W can be uniquely factored w = uv where u E W J and 
VE WJ • 
(b) For any u E W J and v E W" (u) (v) is reduced. 
(c) W J is the set of minimum left coset representatives modulo WJ. 
Although W J = W / WJ has no quotient group structure, quotient Bruhat posets, i.e. 
Bruhat order restricted to W J (or JW), are of interest (cf. [5] [9] [14]). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let I, J ~ S where 1(\ J = 0 and let a, d E WI and b, e E WJ. If 
ab = cd then all the generators of (a) commute with all the generators of (b). 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on l(ab). It is easy to see that (a) (b) and (c) (d) 
must be reduced. If l( ab) = 2 and a#- e, b #- e, then a = Sj, Sj E SI and b = Sj' Sj E SJ' Since 
the generators of (c) (d) are the same as the generators of (a) (b), c = Sj and d = Sj. Hence 
the result holds for l( ab) = 2. 
Assume l(ab) > 2. This implies that either l(a) > 1 or l(b) > 1. We may assume without 
loss of generality that l( a) > 1. Let a = s I S2 ••• Sk be reduced and let tl = S I and t2 = aSka -I • 
We have that tlab = S2 ••• Skb < abo Hence tIed < ed, which by the strong exchange 
property implies that tl cd = ed where d < d. This means that tl ab = cd. By induction the 
generators of (tla) commute with the generators of (b). Similarly since t2ab = 
SIS2' •• sk_Ib < ab, the generators of (t2a) commute with the generators of (b). Since 
tla = S2 ••• Sk is reduced and t2a = SI ••• Sk-I is reduced, each Sj, i E [k] commutes with 
the generators of (b). 
If uv = w where (u) (v) is reduced then we say that u is a prefix of wand that v is a 
suffix of W. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If WE 'w, wa E JW and b is a prefix of a then wb E Jw. 
PROOF. Let a = be and let v = wa. Since b is a prefix of a, (b) (c) is reduced. We have 
that v E JW and ve- I = wb. If wb t. JW then there is an S E J such that swb < wb. By the 
strong exchange property swb = wb where w < w or swb = wb where b < b. Since WE 'w 
the former is impossible. Hence swb = wb. Similarly svc- I = ve- I where e < C. It follows 
that wb = .ve- I which implies that w-Iv = be. But we also have that w-Iv = a = be. Hence 
be = be. This is impossible since (b)(e) is reduced. 
5. QUOTIENT COMPLEXES 
For J ~ S, the subcomplex of ..::l ( W, S) whose vertex set is {w W( i)1 w E J W, i E [n]} and 
whose chambers are the sets e", = { w W(i)1 i E [n]}, w E J W will be denoted by ..::l (J W, S). 
These sub complexes arise in the work of Garsia and Stanton [11] in which they consider 
quotient complexes. If H is a group acting on a simplicial complex ..::l then the quotient 
complex corresponding to H, is denoted ..::l / H and is defined to be a poset whose elements 
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are the orbits of faces of .1 under the action of H. The order relation is: O't < 0'2 if a face 
f E O't is contained in a face g E 0'2' It is important to note that .1/ H does not have to be 
simplicial (i.e. the poset of faces of a simplicial complex). Garsia and Stanton consider, 
in particular, the action of WJ on .1 ( W, S) by left translation. It turns out that in this 
case the quotient complex is simplicial. The following correspondence was observed by 
Garsia. 
THEOREM 5.1. The poset offaces of .1eW, S) is isomorphic to .1( W, S)/ WJ. 
PROOF. Recall that the poset of faces of .1 ( W, S) is isomorphic to the dual of the 
poset of co sets of parabolic subgroups. Hence we may refer to a coset wWI , as a face of 
.1(W,S). 
For any face w WI of .1 ( W, S), let 0'( w WI) denote its orbit. Since WJ acts by left 
translation, faces of 0'( wWI ) are of the form uwWl> U E WJ. Let </J: .1( W, S)/ WJ -+ .1eW, S) 
be defined by </J (O'( W WI )) = V WI where v is the minimum element (under Bruhat order) 
of the double coset WJW WI' Clearly </J is a bijection. We must now show that </J is order 
preserving. Let O'(w'WK » O'(wWI ). Then K ~ I and we may assume that W'E wWI . Let 
v be the minimum element of WJwWI and v' be the minimum element of WJw'WK. Since 
</J(O'(wWI))=VWI and </J(O'(w'WK))=V'WK, we must show that vWI 2v'WK which is 
equivalent to showing that v' E vWI . We have that 
V'E WJw'WK ~ WJWWIWK 
= WJwWI 
= WJvWI . 
By Proposition 4.4 v'=UtVU2 where UtE W], U2 E WI and (u t)(V)(W2) is reduced. Since 
v' E JW it follows that U I = e. Thus, v' E V WI' 
Conversely if the face v'WK E.1eW,S) contains the face vWI E.1eW,S) then 
0'( v' WK ) > 0'( V WI)' Hence </J and its inverse are order preserving. 
We shall refer to the sub complex .1eW, S) as a quotient Coxeter complex. 
Now let (G, B, N) be a group with BN-pair and let (W, S) be its Weyl group. Since 
GJ acts on .1 (G, B, N) by left translation, we get a quotient complex ~(G, B, N)/ GJ. 
Since this can easily by shown to be isomorphic to .1 (W, S)/ w], .1 (G, B, N)/ GJ gives 
nothing new. To obtain a simplicial complex analogous to .1eW, S) we let JG = BJWB 
and let .1 (J G, B, N) be the subcomplex of .1 ( G, B, N) whose chambers are sets Cg = 
{gG(i)li E [nn, g E Jo. We shall refer to .1eG, B, N) as a quotient building, although it is 
not a quotient in the usual sense. 
5.1. EXAMPLE. Let W be the symmetric group ::In and let S = {St , S2, ••• , Sn-t} be the 
set of adjacent transpositions where Si = (i, i + 1). The Coxeter complex .1 ( W, S) is the 
order complex of the proper part of the Boolean algebra, Bn i.e. the lattice of subsets of 
[n] ordered by inclusion. Since a maximal chain of Bn is of the form 0 = 
AoC: At c: ... c: An = [n] where IAi - Ai-II = 1, the map y(At c: ... c: An- t ) = 
(At - Ao, A2 - AI>"" An - A n- t ) is a bijection between the chambers of .1( W, S) and 
permutations in ::In. It can be easily checked that y( Cw ) = w. 
Now let n = 4 and J = {(12)(34)}. Then JW = {(1234), (1324), (1342), (3124), (3142), 
(3412)}. The subposet of B4 whose maximal chains correspond to these permutations is: 
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{1,2,3,4} 
{1,2,3} 
{1,2} {3,4} 
{I} {3} 
Note that this poset is the product of the posets 
{1,2}I 
{I} 
rJJ 
and 
Hence LleW, S) is the order complex of the proper part of a product of chains. 
THEOREM 5.2. If W = [In, and S is the set of adjacent transpositions, and J ~ S, then 
Ll (' W, S) is the order complex of the proper part of a product of chains. 
PROOF. For i E [n -1], let Sj be the transposition (i, i + 1) and let S - J = {Sjl , Sj2' •.. , Sj) 
where 1 ~ i1 < i2 < ... < ij ~ n -1. Let No = {I, 2, ... ,i1}, Nl = {i1 + 1, i1 + 2, ... , i2}, ... , 
Nj = g + I, ~ + 2, ... , n}. It is easy to see that 'w consists of shuffles of No, N 1 , ••• , Nj, 
i.e. permutations for which the elements of each N j appear in their natural order. 
For T ~ [n], let BT denote the lattice of subsets of T ordered by inclusion. Clearly 
Bn = BNo X BNl X· .. X BNj" In each BN .. let Ck be the maximal chain 4> C {ik + 1} C 
{ik + 1, ik + 2} C ... C {ik + 1, ik + 2, ... , ik+ 1} (where io = 0 and ij + 1 = n). The direct product 
Co X Cl X ••• x Cj is isomorphic to a subposet X of Bn. The map y applied to any maximal 
chain of X clearly yields a shuffle of No, N 1 , ••• , Nj and conversely any shuffle is the 
image of a maximal chain of X. Hence the maximal chains of X are the chambers of 
LleW, S) and consequently LleW, S) is the order complex of X. 
It follows from Theorem 5.2 that for W = [In, Ll ew' S) is the order complex of the 
proper part of a lexicographically shell able lattice since chains are lexicographically 
shellable and products oflexicographically shellable posets are lexicographically shellable 
(cf [2]). In the subsequent sections we prove this for general Coxeter groups with linear 
diagram. 
The subcomplex Ll ( W', S) which can be defined analogously to Ll e w, S) does not 
have the properties just mentioned above. For example if W = [14 and J = {(2, 3)} then 
Ll ( W', S) is not the chain complex of a poset. However, these subcomplexes are significant 
(cf. [3]). 
6. ORDER COMPLEXES 
In this section we characterize those quotient Coxeter complexes and buildings that 
are order complexes. We also show that they are in fact order complexes of lattices. The 
following lemmas will be used here and in subsequent sections. 
Quotients of Coxeter complexes and buildings 
LEMMA 6.1. Let I, J, K ~ S. If 
(a) wWlnJW,c 0, 
(b) uWK n JW,c 0, 
(c) wWI n uWK,c 0, 
then wWl n uWK nJW,c 0. 
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PROOF. We may assume that w, u E Jw. It follows from (c) that wa = u{3 for some 
a E WI, {3 E WK' By Corollary 4.5 we may factor a = ala2 where al E W K, a2E WK' Now 
we have wal = u{3a:;1 which implies that wal E wWI n uWK. By Corollary 4.5, a l is a 
prefix of a la2{3-1 = a{3-I. 'Since WE JW and wa{3-1 E Jw, applying Proposition 4.7 gives 
wal E Jw. Hence wal E wWI n uWK u Jw. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let I, J, K ~ S. If 
(a) gOl n JO,c 0, 
(b) fOK n JO,c 0, 
(c) gOI nfOK,c 0, 
then gOI nfOK nJO,c 0. 
PROOF. Let gE 0 1 and fE OK. We first show that g,/EJo. By (a) gbab'EJO for 
some a E WI. b,b' E B. By (3.4) if g E BwB then gbab' E BwaB. By Bruhat decomposition 
(3.2), wa E Jw. It follows from Proposition 4.7 that WE Jw. Hence g E Jo. Similarly f E Jo. 
It follows from (c) that gblab; = fb2{3b~ where bl> b;, b2, b~ E B and a E WI, {3 E WK' 
Let g E BwB and f E BuB. Then WE JWl and u E JWK. It follows from (3.4) and (3.2) that 
wa = u{3. Now let a = ala2 where al E WK and a2E WK' Just as in the proof of Lemma 
6.1 wal E Jw. Hence by (3.4) gblal E Jo. Since gblal = fb2{3b~(a2bD-\ we also have that 
gbla l E gOI nfOK' 
THEOREM 6.3. For any J ~ S, Ll(JW, S) is an order complex ifand only if the components 
of the Coxeter diagram that intersect S - J are linear. 
PROOF. (~) Let P be a poset whose order complex is LleW, S). P is clearly a pure 
poset of length n -1, where n = lSI. The rank rows of P form a balanced partition of 
LleW, S). To show that a rank row of P is the set of cosets of WS-{s} for some S E S, it 
suffices to show that there is only one balanced partition of LleW, S). Assume there is a 
coloring of the vertices of Ceo We claim that this coloring forces a coloring of Cw for all 
WE Jw. Let w = SIS2 ... Sk be reduced and Wi = SIS2 ... Si for i = 0, ... , k. By Proposition 
4.7 Wi E Jw. Since ICw, n CW,J = n -1, any coloring of CW'_I determines a coloring of Cw,. 
Hence there is only one way to color Cw after coloring Cwo = Ceo Thus the rank rows of 
P are the sets {wWs-{s}lw E JW}, S E S. We may now order the elements of S, SIS2,"" Sn 
corresponding to the rank of wWS-{s} in P. The order relation in Pis: wW(i) < uW(j) if 
and only if wW(i)n uW(j)nJW,c 0 and i<j. 
Let D be the Coxeter diagram for (W, S). Let Si and Sj belong to a component of D 
that intersects S - J. We must show that if Ii - jl > 1 then Si and Sj commute. Assume that 
Si and Sj do not commute. Let ro, rl> ... , r m, Si, Sj be a path in D such that ro E S - J and 
the vertices of the path are distinct. 
Let u = rorl ... rm. We will show that u E Jw. If not then su < u for some S E J. Clearly 
S = ri for some i E [m]. By the strong exchange property u = rirO' .. ri' .. rm' Hence 
rirO' .. ri- I = ro' .. ri-Iri' It follows from Proposition 4.6 that r i commutes with ri-I' This 
contradicts the fact that ro, r l , ... , r m is a path. Hence U E J W. The same argument shows 
that USiSj E Jw. 
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We may assume without loss of generality that; + 1 <j. Let k be such that; < k <j. 
Consider the cosets W(ilo UW(k)o USjSjW(j). Since UE W(j)nuW(k)nJW, it follows that 
W(i) < UW(k)' Since USjSj E uW(k)n USjSj W(j)n JW we also have that UW(k) < USjSjW(j)' By 
transitivity W(j) < USjSj W(j). Hence W(j) n USjSj W(j) #- 0. This implies that 
USjSjWE W(j) for some WE W(j). (6.1) 
The argument that was used to show that U E JW can be used to show that USjSj E Wij). 
This implies that (u)SjS;(w) is a reduced expression contradicting (6.0. 
( ~ ) Case 1. Assume the Coxeter diagram D is connected. Let SI, S2, ... ,Sn be one 
of the two linear orderings of S induced by D. We define an ordering on the vertices of 
..1ew, S) as follows: uW(i) < vW(j) if i<j and uW(j)n vW(j)njW#- 0. To show that this 
defines a partial order, we need only establish transitivity. To show that the order complex 
of the partial order is ..1ew, S), we must be sure that the order complex does not introduce 
additional faces that are not in ..1(w, S). The following lemma insures this and also 
establishes the transitivity of <. 
LEMMA 6.4. If the sequence W 1- W(il)' W2 W(i2)' ... , Wm W(irn) satisfies: 
(a) il < ;2 < ... < im 
(b) JW n WjW(i.) n Wj+! W(ij+l) #- 0,j E [m -1] 
J nmJ then Wn j=1 WjW(jj)#- 0. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on m and is trivial when m = 2. Assume m > 2. By 
induction there exists u, v such that 
m- I 
uEJWn n wj",<i) 
j = 1 J 
and 
m 
vEJWn n wj",<jj)' 
It follows that U E V ",<jm-I)' Since D is linear, u{3 = va where a E "'{SI ..... S,rn_I-I} and {3 E 
"'{Sim _I+ ...... Sn}. Clearly va Enj=m-I v",<jJ)=vW1 and u{3Enj=-;1 uW(ij)=uWK where i= 
S-{Sjm_I' SjJ and K = S-{Sjl' Sj2'···' Sjm_J It follows from Lemma 6.1 that 
m 
JWnn wj",<jJ) =JWnuWKnvW1 #- 0. 
j=1 
Case 2. Assume that D is disconnected. Let D I , D 2, ... , Dk be the components of D 
and let (w;, S;), ; E [k] be the Coxeter group with diagram D j • It is well known and easy 
to show that ..1 ( W, S) = ..1 ( Wt. SI) EEl..1 ( W2, S2) EEl· •. EEl..1 ( Wk, Sk), where EEl denotes the 
join which is defined as follows: If ..11, ..12 are simplicial complexes then ..1IEEl..12 is the 
simplicial complex whose faces are the unions of faces of ..11 and ..12, It is also easy to 
show that ..1ew, S) = ..1eWt. SI)EEl..1(W2 , S2)Et>· . ·EB..1eWk. Sk)' For posets P and Q 
let PEt> Q denote the ordinal sum of P and Q with order relation x < y if X,y E P, X < Y 
in P or X,y E Q, x < y in Q or x E P, y E Q. Clearly the order complex of PEEl Q is the join 
of the order complexes of P and Q. Hence if ..1eW;, Sj) i E [k] is the order complex of 
a po set so is ..1ew, S). If (S -J) n Sj #- 0 then D j is linear and by Case 1, ..1eW;, S;) is 
the order complex of a poset. If Sj ~ J then JW; = e and ..1eW;, Sj) is the order complex 
of a chain. Hence ..1ew, S) is the order complex of a poset. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 6.3. 
THEOREM 6.5. For any J ~ S, ..1eG, B, N) is an order complex if and only if the 
components of the Coxeter diagram that intersect S - J are linear. 
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PROOF. ( ~) The proof of Theorem 6.3 works with slight modification. The co sets 
being compared are G(i), UG(k)' usjsiG(j)' Transitivity yields G(n n USjSjG(j),e 0 which 
implies USjSjg E G(j), g E G(j). Since g E G(j), g E EwE where WE W(j). Just as in Theorem 
6.3 (u)SjSj(w) is reduced. Hence by (3.4) USjSjg = busjsjwb'. This implies that USjSjW E W(j) 
which is a contradiction. 
(¢::) We modify the proof of Theorem 6.3 in the obvious way and use Lemma 6.2. 
Theorem 6.5 can also be proved by using Theorem 6.3. The special case of Theorems 
6.3 and 6.5 in which J = 0 was obtained jointly with Bjorner. Theorem 6.3 for J = 0 is 
also included in the work of Vince [20]. Tits [16] and Surowski [15] also established the 
sufficiency oflinear diagrams for Coxeter complexes and buildings to be order complexes. 
Also in [16], Tits using a different approach from ours, establishes Theorem 6.6 below 
for J = 0 and Theorem 6.8. 
Let us now assume that ( W, S) is irreducible with linear diagram and that S is ordered 
Sl, S2,"" Sn so that Sj and Sj commute if and only if Ii - jl,e 1. Let P be a poset whose 
order complex is .:1('w, S). To obtain P we include two additional cosets Wo and Wn+1 
as elements of P, where Wo and Wn+ 1 are distinct copies of W The order relation on P 
is simply: For i,j = 0,1, ... , n + 1, wW; < uW; if wW; n uW; n JW,e 0 and i <j. Clearly 
Wo=O and Wn+1 = i in P. 
THEOREM 6.6. If (w, S) is irreducible and .:1('w, S) is the order complex of poset P, 
then P is a lattice. 
In proving Theorem 6.6 we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.7. IfwWrnJW,e 0 and uWHnJW,e 0 then there exists w'EwWrnJW 
and u' E uWH n JW such that (W,)-IU' E IWH. 
PROOF. Assume that u, WE JW Let 'Y = w-1u. By Proposition 4.4 we can factor 'Y = 
'Yl 'Y2'Y3 so that 'Yl E WI, 'Y2 E rWH, 'Y3 E WH and < 'Yl)( 'Y2)( 'Y3) is reduced. Thus U = W'Y1 'Y2'Y3' 
Let U'=U'Y;-l and W'=W'Yl' Clearly (W,)-IU'='Y2ErWH, U'EUWH and W'EWWr. Since 
'Yl is a prefix of 'Y and w, W'Y E Jw, it follows from Proposition 4.7 that w' x W'Yl E Jw. 
Similarly u' E JW 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.6. To prove that P is a lattice it suffices to show that any 
wW(j) and UW(h) have a meet, since by duality they then must also have a join. Assume 
that h ~ i and let 'Y be the unique minimal element of W(j)W-1UW(h)' By Lemma 6.7 we 
can assume that u, WE JW and w-1u = 'Y. Let k = max{ml'Y E W(m)o O~ m ~ h}. We claim 
that WW(k) (= UW(k» is the meet of wW;i) and UW(h)' 
We prove this claim by induction on p( w W(j») + p( U W(h») = i + h. If i + h = 0 the claim 
is trivial. Assume i + h > O. Take any coset less than w W(i) and u W( h)' Such a coset must 
contain elements w' and u' where w'W(n=wW(i), U'W(h)=UW(h) and U',W'EJW The 
coset is therefore of the form w' W(j)( = u' W(j))j ~ h. We must now show that 
(6.2) 
We have the. following 
w' = wa, where a E W(j), 
u'=ul), where I) E W(h)o 
(6.3) 
u' = w'f3 where f3 E W(j), 
U = W'Y where 'Y E W(k) n (i) W(h). 
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Case 1. Assume that l( y) = 1. Since y E (i) W(h) it follows that y = Si, i = hand k = i-I. 
From (6.3) we have a{3=si8. Thus (3E W(i)SiW(i). By Proposition 4.4, {3={31Si{32 where 
{31o (32 E W(i) and ((31)Si({32) is reduced. Clearly a{3tSi = Si8{3 2t , a{3t E W(i), and 8{32 E W(i ). 
By Proposition 4.6, Si commutes with the generators in (a{3t). Consequently a{31 E W(i-I). 
This implies that 
wa{3t E wW(i-I) = WW(k). 
Since {3t < {3 it follows that (3t E W(j) , which implies that 
wa{3t = W'{31 E w'W(j ). 
Hence w' W(j) II W W (k) T':- 0. By Lemma 6.1 and since j:,;;; k, (6.2) holds. 
Case 2. Assume that l( y) > 1. Since y E (i) W (h), Y is of the form Siy'Sh where Si( y')Sh 
is reduced. It follows from (6.3) that 
a{3 = y5. 
Let t E T.y be such that ty = SiY'. Since y E W(h) and 5 E W(h), (y)(5) is reduced. Hence 
ty5 < y5 which means that ta{3 < a{3. By the strong exchange property either, 
tex{3 = a{3, where a < ex, (6.4) 
or 
tex{3 = ap, where p < (3. (6.5) 
If (6.4) holds then t E W(j) which implies that ty> y. Hence (6.5) holds. 
Let v = wty. Since w, wy E JW and ty is a prefix of y, by Proposition 4.7 we have 
v = wty E Jw. Hence the coset VW(h) is an element of P. Since v = wty E WW(k), we have that 
(6.6) 
Clearly v5 E v W(h) and v5 = wty5 = wtex{3 = wexP = w' PEW' W(j) . Hence v W(h) II W' W(j ) T':-
0. By Lemma 6.1 
(6.7) 
We may now apply case 1 to the cosets VW(h) and UW(h) since u-1v = Sh . Let x be the 
meet of VW(h) and UW(h). It follows from (6.6) and (6.7) that 
(6.8) 
Since p(x) < h, by induction x and wW(i) have a meet y. It follows from (6.8) that 
(6.9) 
Since y:';;;X:';;;UW(h) and y:';;;WW(i) it follows that U"EYIIUW(h ) and W"EYIIWW(i ) for 
some u", w ". Hence (w,,)-tu"E W(i )W-tUW(h)= W(i)yW(h ). By Proposition 4.4, (w,,)-t u"> 
y. Hence (w,,)-lu" e Wm for all m=k+l,k+2, . . . ,h. It follows that p(y):,;;;k. This 
together with (6.9) implies that y = WW(k ) and that WW(k) ~ W' W(j). 
We have not been able to obtain Theorem 6.6 for quotient buildings except when J = 0. 
In this case we have the following: 
THEOREM 6.8. If ( W, S) is irreducible and .:1 ( G, B, N) is the order complex of poset P 
then P is a lattice. 
PROOF. We let g and f play the role of wand u, respectively, in the proof of Theorem 
6.6. We show that cosets gG(i) and fG(h)o where h:,;;; i, have a meet. We claim that g and 
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f can be chosen so that g-If E (i) W(h). Indeed if f = gbl 'Yb2 where 'Y E Wand bt. b2 E B, 
then fb~1 = gb l 'Y. Since fb~1 G(h) = fG(h) and gbl G(i) = gG(i)' we can assume that f = g'Y. 
Since 'Y can be factored into 'Y. 'Y2'Y3 where 'Y. E W(i). 'Y2 E (i) W(h), 'Y3 E W(h). it foIIows that 
h;-I = (g'Ylh2' Now we have h;-I G(h) = fG(h) and g'Y. G(i) = gG(i)' Hence we can assume 
that 'Y E (i) W(h). 
We shaII use induction on (i + h, I( 'Y» ordered lexicographicaIIy to show that gG(i) 
and fG(h) have meet, gG(k)( = fG(k»), where k is defined as in the proof of Theorem 6.6. 
Let g'G(j) (= f'G(j») be a coset less than both gG(i) and fG(h)' It foIIows that 
g' = gb. ab~, where a E W(i)' 
f'= fb2 5b3, where 5 E W(h), 
f' = g' b~/3b4' where /3 E W(j), 
f=g'Y where 'V E w: n (i) W(h) ,(k) , 
( 6.10) 
and where bt.b~,b2,b3,b~,b4EB. We claim that g' can be chosen so that b;=b~=e. 
Indeed by (6.10) and (3.3) we have, f' = gblab;b~/3b4 = gba{3b' where fi < /3 and b,b' E B. 
Choose g' = gba and call b,b., call b',b4 and caII {3,/3. We now have 
g' = gb l a where a E W(i) 
f' = fb2 5b3 where 5 E W(h) 
f' = g' /3b4 where /3 E W(j) 
f = g'Y where 'Y E W(k) n (i) W(h). 
It foIIows from this, (3.4) and Bruhat decomposition that 
a/3 = 'Y5. 
Case 1. Assume that I( 'Y) = 1. Let /3t. /32 be as in the proof of Theorem 6.6. We can 
show that 
gbl a/31 E gG(k) n g' G(j), 
which completes the proof for case 1. 
Case 2. Assume that I( 'Y) > 1. Let t be as in the proof of Theorem 6.6 and now let 
v = gb1t'Y. 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 6.6 we can show that 
and (6.11) 
VG(h);=' g' G(j)( = f' G(j)). 
We have (gbl)-·v = t'Y. Let t'Y = 'Y.'Y2 where 'YI E W(h), 'Y2E W(h)' Since 'YI is a prefix of 
t'Y which is in turn a prefix of 'Y, it foIIows that 'Y. E (i) W(h). Hence we have 
(gbl)-I(V'Y~I) = 'YI E (i)W(h). 
Since I( 'YI) < I( 'Y) we can apply the induction hypothesis to the cosets gb. G(i) and V'Y~I G(h) ' 
Let x be the meet of gbl G(i) and v'Y~· G(h)' Since gb l G(i) = gG(i) and V'Y~I G(h) = VG(h) , 
x is the meet of gG(i) and VG(h)' (Note that if 'YI = e then x = VG(h) and h < i.) By (6.11) 
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we have 
and ( 6.12) 
x;;' g' G(j)( = f' G(j)). 
Since p(x) < i, by induction x and fG(h) have a meet y. It follows from (6.12) that 
y;;. gG(k)( = fG(k») 
and (6.13) 
y;;. g' G(j)( = f' G(j)). 
Since y ~ x ~ gG(i) and y ~fG(hl> it follows that gil E Y n gG(i) and f' E Y nfG(h) for 
some gil and f'. If p(y) = r then y = f'G(r) = g"G(r). Consequently (g")-lf' E G(r) which 
means that (g")-lf' E By' B where y' E W(r). We also have that (g")-lf' E G(i)g-lfG(h) = 
G(i)yG(h). By (3.2), (3.3) and Proposition 4.4, y';;. y. Hence yE W(r). It follows that 
p(y) = r ~ k, which together with (6.13) implies that gG(k);;' g'G(j). 
7. LEXICOGRAPHICAL SHELLABILITY 
Shellability is a property of simplicial complexes that can be extended to posets by 
considering the order complex of the poset. The notion of lexicographical shellability 
which was introduced by Bjorner [2], is a special type of shellability which is defined 
only for graded posets. For an expository treatment of shellable posets see [4]. In [3] 
Bjorner shows that Coxeter complexes and buildings are shellable. He shows that the 
shelling orders on the chambers correspond to linear extensions of Bruhat order on W 
In [11] Garsia and Santon exend Bjorner's result to quotients. Since any poset P, whose 
order complex is a quotient Coxeter complex or quotient building is shellable, it seems 
natural to ask whether P is in fact lexicographically shellable. We answer this question 
in Theorems 7.3 and 7.6. 
A graded poset is lexicographically shellable if its Hasse diagram admits a certain type 
of edge labeling which is described in [6]. Many important classes of posets are 
lexicographically shellable (cf. [2][4][5][6][12]). There are two different versions of 
lexicographical shellability; EL-(edge lexicographical) shellability and CL-(chain lexico-
graphical) shellability (the more general version). The version that we deal with here is 
CL-shellability. In [6] a recursive formulation of CL-shellability is presented. We use 
this formulation of CL-shellability throughout this section. 
DEFINITION 7.1. A graded poset P is said to admit a recursive atom ordering if the 
length of P is 1 or if the length of P is greater than 1 and there is a well ordering n of 
the atoms of P which satisfies: 
(a) For any atom a of P, [a, 1] admits a recursive atom ordering in which the atoms of 
[a, 1] that come first in the ordering are those that cover some a' where a' precedes a in 
n. 
(b) For any atoms a,a' of P such that a' precedes a in n, if a,a' < y then there is an 
atom a" and an element z such that a" precedes a in n and a", a ~ z ~ y. (Recall that 
~ means 'covered by'.) 
If n is a well ordering of the atoms of P that satisfies (a) and (b) then n is said to be 
a recursive atom ordering. 
An example of a poset which admits a recursive atom ordering is given in Figure l(a) 
and one which does not admit a recursive atom ordering is given in Figure l(b). 
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( a) ( b) 
FIGURE 1. 
Although shellability is traditionally defined only for finite pure simplicial complexes 
and lexicographical shellability only for finite graded posets, their definitions can easily 
be extended to infinite pure simplicial complexes and infinite graded posets. For a 
discussion of the shellability of infinite simplicial complexes and its topological con-
sequences see [3]. Definition 7.1 applies to infinite as well as finite graded posets. With 
an obvious extension of the definition of CL-shellability given in [6] to infinite graded 
posets, the following theorems also hold for infinite as well as finite graded posets. 
THEOREM 7.2 [6] A poset P admits a recursive atom ordering if and only if P is 
CL-shellable. 
THEOREM 7.3 If LleW, S) is the order complex of a poset P, then Pis CL-shellable. 
PROOF. By the argument used in case 2 of Theorem 6.3 and the fact that ordinal sums 
of CL-shellable posets are CL-shellable ([2]), we can assume that (W, S) is irreducible. 
By Theorem 6.3, the Coxeter diagram is either linear or ];;2 S. Since the latter case is 
trivial, we shall assume that S is ordered SI, S2, ... ,Sn, so that Sj and Sj commute if 
Ii - jl ~ 1. For any i = 0, 1, ... , n -1, let rj = Sj+j, j E [n - i] and let R = {rio r2, ... , rn - j }. 
Now let Y= WR. For any WE'WR let Pj(w) be the poset whose elements are cosets 
wuY(j), j = 0,1, ... , n - i + 1, u E V, wu E 'Wand with order relation wUY(j) < WU'Y(k) if 
j > k and' W u wu Y(j) (') WU' Y(k) ~ 0. It is not difficult to see that Pj ( w) is isomorphic to 
the interval [wW(j)o 1] of P. Hence the order complex of Pj(e) is simply LlenRV, R) and 
the order complex of Po(e) is Ll('W, S). 
Note that the cosets wUY(l)o u E y(l) are distinct for distinct u and that any atom of 
Pj(w) is such a coset. If wUY(l)EPj(W), where UE y(l) then by Proposition 4.7 wUE'W. 
Consequently the atoms of Pj ( w) are in one to one correspondence with the elements of 
y(l) n w- 1 'w. Hence by ordering the elements of y(l) n w-1 'W we obtain an atom 
ordering of Pj ( w). The theorem is a consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.4. Any well ordered extension ofBruhat order on the elements of '0 1) n w- 1 'W 
induces a recursive atom ordering of Pj ( w). 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on n - i and is trivial for n - i = 1. Assume n - i> 1. 
Let n be a well ordering of atoms of Pj(w) such that atom wU'Y(l) precedes atom wUY(l) 
in n if u' < u and u, u' E y(l). 
Let wu Y(ll> U E y(l) n w- 1 'w, be any atom of Pj ( w). We would like to consider the 
poset Pi+I(WU). But recall that this is defined only for WUE'WR-{Si+l l • We already have 
that wUE'W. If sER-{Si+I}=R-{rt} then US>U since UE y(l). Since WE WR and 
us E Y = WR , it follows that (w) (u)s is reduced. Hence wus> wu from which it follows 
that wu E WR-{Si+l l • 
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It is not difficult to see that PHI (wu) is isomorphic to the interval [wu V(l), 1] in Pi ( w) 
with isomorphism ¢J( wuv V(k) = WUV ~k+l) where '::,' = WR-{Si+l}. Hence by induction any 
atom ordering, in which atom wuv'V(2) of [wuV(lJ> 1] precedes atom WUVV(2) for all v' < v 
and v', v E V(2) n V(I), is a recursive atom ordering. To show that [wu V(I), 1] has such an 
atom ordering which also satisfies (a) of Definition 7.1 it suffices to verify: 
PROPERTY 7.5. For any wuvV2, WUV'V(2) E Pi ( w) such that v' < v, and v', v E V(2) n Vel), 
ifwuvV(2) covers an atom wu'V(l)(u' E V(I) which precedes wuV(l) in a then WUV'V(2) must 
also cover an atom which precedes wu V(J) . 
See Figure 2. 
FIGURE 2. 
Since wu'V(1) precedes wu V(I) it follows that 
u <;( u'. (7.1) 
Since WUVV(2) covers wu'V(1) we have that 
wuva = wu'{3 where a E V(2J> {3 E V(I). 
If a E V(l) then wu V(I) = wuva V(I) = wu' Vel) which is a contradiction. Hence a e V(I). Since 
rl commutes with r i , i> 2, it follows that a = r l 1', l' E V(I). Hence 
(7.2) 
We now show that uvrl < uv. If not then u'{31'-l rl < u'{31'-I. By the strong exchange 
property u'{31'-l rl = u'{31'-1 where u' < u'. It follows from (7.2) that uv = u'{31'-1 which 
implies that uV(1) = u'V(I). Since u E V(I), U is the minimum coset representative of uV(!). 
Hence u ~ u' < u' which contradicts (7.1). Consequently 
uvrl < uv. (7.3) 
Next we show that uv'rl<uv'. Since UE V(I) and v', VE Vel), (u)(v) and (u)(v') are 
reduced. Hence v' < v implies that uv' < uv. If uv'rl > uv' then the lifting property (4.3) 
applied to uvrl and uv' yields uvrl ~ uv'. By the stron~ exchange property and (7.3) 
uvrl = uv, where u < u. By the subword property, uv' = uv where v ~ v and a ~ u. Con-
sequently u V(I) = aVO). This contradicts the minimality of u in u V(I). Hence uv'rl < uv' 
which by the strong exchange property implies that 
uv'rl = uv' where u < u. (7.4) 
It follows that wuv'rl E wUV(1) n wuv' V(2). To show that WUV(!) < WUV'V(2) we verify 
wuv'rtE'W Since WUV'V(2)EPi (W) and V'E V(2) and WUE'W, by Proposition 4.7 wuv' 
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E lW Since uv'r, < uv', uv'r, is a prefix of uv'. Hence again by Proposition 4.7 wuv'r! E lW 
Since u < u, the atom wuV(!) precedes the atom wuV(1) and Property 7.5 is established. 
To verify (b) of Definition 7.1, let WUV(!) and wu'V(1) be atoms of Pj(w) where u,u' E V(1) 
and WU'V(!) precedes WUV(!) in n. By Proposition 4.7 wu, WU'E 1 W Let WXV(j)EPj(W) 
and wxV(j) > WUV(!) and wxV(j) > wu'V(!). Then 
wx V(j) = wuv V(j) = wu'v' V(j), (7.5) 
where v, V'E V(j)n V(1). Again by Proposition 4.7, wuv, WU'V ' E 1 W 
First we show that uvr! < uv. If k -# j, vrk> v since v E V(j). We also have that vrk E V(1) 
if k -# 1. Hence (u)(vrk) is reduced if k -# 1, since u E V(l). Therefore uvrk> uv if k -# 1,j. 
If uvr, > uv also holds then 
UVE V(j). (7.6) 
This means that uv is the minimum element of uvV(j) which by (7.5) implies that uv ~ U'V '. 
By the subword property uv = u'v' where u' ~ u' and v' ~ u'. This implies that u V(1) = 
u'\t(t). It follows from UE V(l) that 
U:s:;U'~U'. (7.7) 
Since this contradicts the fact that n is induced by an extension of Bruhat order, we 
have uvr, < uv. 
By the strong exchange property uvr1 = uv where u < u. By Proposition 4.7 wuv E lW 
Consequently WUV(!) is an atom of Pj( w) which procedes wu V(l) in n. We have that 
and 
and 
wuv V(2) = wuvr! V(2) 
= WUVV(2) 
> wuV(1) 
wuv V(2) = wuvr! V(2) ~ wuv V(j) . 
Hence (b) of Definition 7.1 is established. 
THEOREM 7.6. If (lG, B, N) is the order complex of a poset P then Pis CL-shellable. 
PROOF. Since the proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 7.3, we omit much 
of the detail. For i = 0,1, . . . , n -1 let R and V be as in the proof of Theorem 7.3. For 
gEl OR let Pj(g) be the poset whose elements are cosets ghBV(j)B, j = 0, 1, ... , n - i + 1, 
hE BVB, gh E lG and with order relation ghBV(j)B < gh' BV(k)B if j < k and 10 n 
ghBV(j)B n gh' BV(k)B -# 0. 
Now the atoms of Pj(g) are of the form ghBV(l)B where hE BV(1) Band gh E 10. The 
atoms of Pj(g) are in one to one correspondence with the elements of(BV(1) B n g-! 10)/ B. 
The following lemma completes the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let n be a well ordering of the atoms of Pj(g) such that if h' E Bu' B, 
hE BuB, U,U ' E V(1) and u' < u then atom gh' BV(!)B precedes atom ghB\t(I)B in n. Then 
n is a recursive atom ordering. 
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PROOF. Let gE BwB and let ghBVO)B be any atom of P;(g) where hE BuB and 
u E VOl. Then gh E BwuB by (3.4). Just as in the proof of Lemma 7.4 wu E 'WR-{s,+.} 
which implies that gh E 'GR-{Sj+l}. Hence the poset P;+t(gh) is defined. It is isomorphic 
to the interval [ghBV(1)B, 1] in P;(g). 
We must now establish the property that is analogous to Property 7.5. 
PROPERTY 7.8. For any ghfB V(2) B,ghf' BV(2)B E P;(g) such thatfE BvB,f' E Bv'B, v' < 
v, and v',v E V(2) (") Vo ), if ghfBV(2)B covers an atom gh'BV(t)B which precedes ghBV(1)B 
in fl then ghf' BV(2)B must also cover an atom which precedes ghBl'O)B. 
Assume that h'EBu'B where U'E VOl. Since ghfBV(2)B covers gh'BVO)B, it follows 
that ghjbtab;=gh'b2{3b~ where bt.b;,b2,b~EB and aE V(2),{3E yO). If aE V(t) then 
ghBV(t)B = gh' BV(t)B which is impossible. Hence a e VO ). It follows that a = r t y, where 
Y E VO) (") V(2). We shall now show that uvrt < uv. Suppose that uvrt > uv. Then since 
(u)(v)(y) is reduced and uvyrt = uvrtY, it follows that (u)(v)rt(y) is reduced. Hence 
(u)(v)(a) is reduced. This implies that (w)(u)(v)(a) is also reduced. By (3.4) and Bruhat 
decomposition we have that wuva = wu'{3. We now follow the exact steps of the proof 
of Lemma 7.4 from (7.2) to obtain (7.3) and (7.4). 
By (3.4) 
ghf' = bwuv'b' (7.8) 
for some b,b' E B. By (7.4) bwuv'rt E bwuBV(1)B (") bwuv' BV(2)B. Just as in the proof of 
Lemma 7.4, wuv'rt E 'w Consequently, bwuv'rt E 'a. Hence bwuBV(t)B < bwuv' BV(2)B. 
We need only show that bwuBV(1)B precedes ghBV(1)B in fl. We have 
bwGR = bwuv'b'GR = ghf'GR = gOR. 
Since bw E OR and g E BwB, bwB = gB by (3.4). Hence bwuBV(t)B = gb"uBV(t)B where 
b" E B. Since u < u, gb"uBV(1 )B precedes ghBV(t)B in fl. 
For (b) of Definition 7.1, let ghBV(t)B and gh'BV(1)B be atoms of P;(g) where 
h,h' E BV(1) Band ghBV(l)B precedes gh' BV(l)B in fl. Let gxBV(j)B E P;(g) and ghBV(t)B, 
gh' BV(1)B < gxBV(j)B. Then 
gxBV(j)B = ghfBV(j)B = gh'f' BV(j)B (7.9) 
wheref,!, E BV(j) B (") BV(t)B. Assume that g E BwB, hE BuB, h' E Bu' B,!E BvB,!' E Bv' B. 
It follows that WE 'WR, U,U' E vOl, V,V' E V(j) (") V(1). By (3.4) we have gh E BwuB, gh' E 
Bwu' B, ghf E BwuvB, gh 'f' E Bwu' v' Band 
hf E BuvB and h'f' E Bu' v' B. (7.10) 
By Proposition 4.7, wu, wu', wu'v' E 'w Since gh' BV(1)B precedes ghBV(1)B in fl 
u~u'. (7.11) 
By (7.9), Bruhat decomposition, and (3.4) 
wuv V(j) = wu' v' V(j). (7.12) 
We now assume uvrt > uv and follow the proof of Lemma 7.4 to obtain (7.6) and (7.7). 
Clearly (7.7) and (7.11) yield u = u'. It follows from (7.12) that vV(j) = v' V(j). But v,v' E V(j) 
implies that v = v'. Hence 
uv = u'v'. (7.13) 
By (7.9) we have that hfBV(j)B = h'!,BV(j)B. It follows from (7.6), (7.10) and (7.13) that 
hf, h'f' E BVU) B. Consequently (3.4) implies that hfB = h'f' B. This implies that ghBV( t) B = 
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ghfBV(I)B = gh'f' BV(J)B = gh' BV(t)B which is clearly a contradiction. Hence uvrJ < uv 
which by the strong exchange property implies that uvrJ = UV where u < u. Since UV is a 
prefix of uv, wuv E lw. Also since u is a prefix of uv, wu E lw. 
Since ghf E BwuvB we let b E B be such that 
ghfB = bwuvB. 
We will show that the coset bwuBV(J)B is an atom of P;(g) that plays the role of a" in 
(b) of Definition 7.1. First we must show that 
gB = bwB and ghB = bwuB. 
Clearly ghBV(1)B = ghfBV(l)B = bwuBV(I)B. Since wu E V(J), and gh E BwuB it follows 
from (3.4) that ghB = bwuB. Similarly gB = bwB, which implies that bwuBV(l)B is an atom 
of P;(g). Clearly bwuBV(J)B precedes ghBV(J)B in fl. We also have that 
and 
and 
bwuvBV(2)B> bwuBV(J)B 
bwuvBVc,2)B = bwuvrJBV(2)B 
= bwuvBV(2)B 
> bwuBV(l)B 
= ghBV(J)B 
bwuvBV(2)B = bwuvBV(2)B 
,,;; bwuvBV(j)B 
= ghfBV(j)B. 
REMARK. The CL-Iabelings that are induced by the recursive atom orderings in the 
proofs of Theorems 7.3 and 7.6 in tum induce shelling orders orthe maximal chains of 
the poset. It is not difficult to check that these shellings correspond to linear extensions 
of Bruhat order on W. Hence they form a subset of the shelling orders obtained by Bjomer 
in [3]. 
8. CONVEX SUBCOMPLEXES 
The results of Sections 6 and 7 can be extended to a larger class of subcomplexes. First 
we need some definitions. A subset U of W is said to satisfy the prefix property if for all 
w,a,b E W such that b is a prefix of a the following holds: w, wa E U implies that wb E U. 
Proposition 4.7 states that lW satisfies the prefix property. 
Following Tits [16], we define a gallery to be a sequence of chambers such that successive 
chambers differ by one element. A pure n-dimensional sub complex }; of a pure n-
dimensional simplicial complex .1 is said to be convex if for every pair of chambers C1 
and C2 in ~, every gallery of minimal length from CJ to C2 is contained in ~. It is easy 
to see that if U is a subset of Wand .1 ( U, S) is the subcomplex of .1 ( W. S) with chambers 
Cu , U E U then .1( U, S) is convex if and only if U satisfies the prefix property. It follows 
that .1ew. S) is convex. Since W) clearly satisfies the prefix property,.1( W), S) is another 
convex subcomplex of .1( W. S). The following generalizes some results in Sections 6 and 
7. 
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THEOREM 8.1. Let I be a convex subcomplex of L1( W, S). If (w, S) has linear connected 
Coxeter diagram then I is the order complex of the proper part of a CL-shellable lattice. 
PROOF. Since I is a convex subcomplex of L1( W, S), I = L1( U, S) where U is a subset 
of W with the prefix property. That I is the order complex of the proper part of a lattice, 
follows from the fact that the only property of JW that is used in proving Theorem 6.3 
(¢:::) and Theorem 6.6 is the prefix property. 
In proving Theorem 7.3 all that is used is that JW satisfies the prefix property and 
that e E Jw. One can easily see that if U E U then the set u-1 U satisfies the prefix property. 
Since e E u- I U, L1(u- 1 u, S) is the proper part of a CL-shellable lattice. The theorem 
follows from the isomorphism L1( U, S) = L1(u-1 U, S). 
Similar arguments can be used to prove a result analogous to Theorem 8.1 for buildings. 
One can also conclude from Bjorner's remark 4.15 in [3] and from L1( U, S) = L1(u-1 u, S) 
that any convex subcomplex of any Coxeter complex or building is shellable. It does not 
appear that L1 e G, E, N) is convex. Hence the question of whether the poset with order 
complex L1(JG, E, N), is the proper part of a lattice, is open, 
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